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Shot Description 

  INSERT TEXT:  Insect repellent application  

00:05 00:43 Medium shot of young female child having insect repellant applied to her arms and neck by an 
off-screen female adult. Silent audio. 

00:44 01:07 Medium shot older adult male using a tube of insect repellant, applying it first to hands then to 
face, ears, neck, and forehead. Silent audio. 

1:08 1:26 Close-up of older adult male applying insect repellant from a tube to his hands and lower 
forearms. Silent audio. 

1:28 1:34 Close-up of a woman applying a spray insect repellant to her feet and rubbing it in. Silent audio. 

1:35 1:55 Medium shot of a woman spraying an aerosol insect repellant to her hands, then tilt up to 
medium shot of the woman as she rubs the spray onto her neck, forehead, and face. Silent audio. 

1:56 2:01 Exterior, close-up of teen or adult male spraying aerosol insect repellant on shoes, socks, and 
lower pants leg. Contains nat sound. 

  INSERT TEXT: Indoor Residual Spraying  

2:06 2:12 Exterior, close-up of insecticide being applied to an outside tiled-floor using a pump sprayer. Shot 
shows the gloved hands and lower arms of the man using the sprayer. Silent audio. 

  INSERT TEXT: Eliminate standing water outside the home  

2:19 2:25 Exterior, close-up of adult turning three pails upside down to pour out the water. Contains nat 
sound. 

2:27 2:33 Exterior, close-up of adult removing the lid of a large barrel and pouring off the water. Contains 
nat sound. 

2:34 2:42 Close-up of teen or adult male removing the water from a tire 

2:44 2:51 Exterior, close-up of adult dumping the excess water from a potted plant. Contains nat sound. 

2:52 3:25 Exterior, medium to extreme close-up zoom of red pail containing water. At XCU, several 
mosquito larvae are visible. Zoom out to medium shot at 3:06. A second zoom in follows. 
Contains nat sound. 

3:26 3:37 Close to XCU zoom of trash can lid containing water. At XCU, several mosquito larvae are visible. 
Silent audio. 

3:39 3:49 Exterior, medium shot of older man on a ladder cleaning leaves from a gutter. Contains nat 
sound. 

3:50 3:59 Medium shot of a child’s wading pool containing water and leave debris. Silent audio. 

4:00                                                                                                                                                                                                     4:31 Exterior, wide shot of two adults turning over a wading pool and removing the water; man then 
washes out the pool with a garden hose. Contains nat sound. Close-up then zoom out of garden 
house and wading pool. Couple leaves pool inverted and walk out of frame. Contains nat sound 
until 4:24 

4:33 4:46 Exterior, close-up of man pouring water from a bucket and wiping the interior. Nat sound until 
4:45 

4:47 5:03 Exterior, close-up of woman washing a plant pot and turning it upside down. Silent audio. 

  Insert text: Installing and repairing window screens  
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5:09 5:18 Exterior, close-up of man ensuring window screens are properly fitted to the window. Silent 
audio. 

5:19 5:31 Exterior, medium shot of man installing a window screen in a window. Contains nat sound. 

5:32 5:39 Interior, close-up of female fitting window screening into a window frame. Silent audio. 

  Insert text: Eliminate standing water inside the home 

5:45 6:24 Interior, kitchen. Close-up of woman cleaning two glasses containing plant cuttings. Contains nat 
sound to 6:13 

  INSERT TEXT: In the exam room  

6:30 6:43 Interior, doctor’s exam room. Medium shot of male doctor and female patient talking. Silent 
audio. 

6:44 6:57 Interior, doctor’s exam room. Close-up of male doctor conducts an ultrasound exam. Contains 
nat sound. 

6:58 7:13 Interior, doctor’s exam room. Wide-to-medium zoomed shot of male doctor preparing pregnant 
woman for an ultrasound exam. Silent audio. 

7:13  End of b-roll 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




